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see, leaving Caleb helpless to help her. But when her visions start to warn her that their daughter, Ava, will
one day be in danger, they’ll do anything it takes to find out what’s going on and how to stop it, even paying
a visit to a previous Visionary. Maggie and Caleb must find out who or what is behind it all and stop them
before Maggie is one vision too late.
The Catastrophic History of You & Me - Jess Rothenberg 2013
Just before her sixteenth birthday, Brie Eagan dies of a broken heart when her boyfriend tells her he does
not love her, and she then must go through the stages of grief, while watching her friends and family try to
cope with her death.
Come Back to Me - Mila Gray 2015-12-08
In this heart-wrenching tale of love and loss, a young Marine and his best friend’s sister plunge into a
forbidden love affair while he’s home on leave. When a Marine Chaplain knocks on her door, Jessa’s heart
breaks—someone she loves is dead. Killed in action, but is it Riley or Kit? Her brother or her boyfriend…
Three months earlier, Marine Kit Ryan finds himself back home on leave and dangerously drawn to his best
friend Riley’s sister, Jessa—the one girl he can’t have. Exhausted from fighting his feelings, Kit finally gives
in, and Jessa isn’t strong enough to resist diving headfirst into a passionate relationship. But what was just
supposed to be a summer romance develops into something far greater than either of them expected.
Jessa’s finally found the man of her dreams and Kit’s finally discovered there’s someone he’d sacrifice
everything for. When it’s time for Kit to redeploy, neither one is ready to say goodbye. Jessa vows to wait
for him and Kit promises to come home to her. No matter what. But as Jessa stands waiting for the Marine
Chaplain to break her heart, she can’t help but feel that Kit has broken his promise… Riley or Kit? Kit or
Riley? Her brother or her boyfriend? Who’s coming home to her?
Untouched - Jus Accardo 2012-03-27
Until he met Dez, Kale's days were filled with violence and death. He was used as a weapon of destruction
by the power hungry men of Denazen. He's a Six. A person with an abnormal ability. Some people call them
gifts, but not Kale. Kale's touch means instant death to anyone. But now there's Dez, the girl he can touch,
and they're hunting down Sixes and warning them about Denazen. Kale is learning about the world outside
captivity and trying to put his dark past behind him. But they underestimated how badly Denazen wanted
him back. When Dez sacrifices herself to save the new Six they rescued from falling into the corp's hands,
Kale is lost. Denazen has brought out its best to get the job done. Samsen, a nightmare from Kale's
past—the only person he's ever truly feared—has come for them, and it soon becomes obvious he has his
own twisted agenda. Kale will need all his training to get Dez back and ensure they all make it out, free–and
alive. But will it be enough? The Denazen series is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1: Touch
Book #1.5: Untouched (novella) Book #2: Toxic Book# 2.5: Faceless (novella) Book #3: Tremble
Touch - Jus Accardo 2012-06-26
When a strange boy tumbles down a river embankment and lands at her feet, seventeen-year-old adrenaline
junkie Deznee Cross snatches the opportunity to piss off her father by bringing the mysterious hottie with
ice blue eyes home. Except there's something off with Kale. He wears her shoes in the shower, is overly
fascinated with things like DVDs and vases, and acts like she'll turn to dust if he touches her. It's not until
Dez's father shows up, wielding a gun and knowing more about Kale than he should, that Dez realizes
there's more to this boy—and her father's "law firm"—than she realized.Kale has been a prisoner of

Toxic - Jus Accardo 2012-09-11
When a Six saved Kale’s life the night of Sumrun, she warned there would be consequences. A trade-off.
Something taken for the life they gained. But Dez never imagined she’d lose the one thing she’d give
anything to keep... And as if it’s not enough Dez finds her immunity to Kale fading, the Six brought in to
help Kale learn to control his killer touch starts drooling on him the moment they meet. Worse than that?
Jade can touch Kale. But bimbo Barbie is the least of Dez’s problems. After Dez and Kale got away at
Sumrun, her father lost not only his most powerful weapon but an important piece of the Supremacy
project. Forced by Denazen to remedy the situation, he poisons Dez and offers her a choice—surrender to
Denazen for the cure...or die. Determined to find a solution that doesn’t involved being bagged and
tagged—or losing someone she loves—Dez keeps the poison a secret. But when a rash of Denazen attacks
hit a little too close to home, Dez is convinced there’s a traitor among them. Jade. Sacrifices, broken
promises, and secrets. Dez will have to lay it all on the line if there’s any hope of proving Jade’s guilt before
they all end up Residents of Denazen. Or worse, dead... The Denazen series is best enjoyed in order.
Reading Order: Book #1: Touch Book #1.5: Untouched (novella) Book #2: Toxic Book# 2.5: Faceless
(novella) Book #3: Tremble Book #4 Transcendent
School Spirits - Rachel Hawkins 2013-09-24
Fans of Rachel Hawkins' Hex Hall series will shriek with joy over this dark spin-off adventure full of humor,
magic, and snark! Fifteen-year-old Izzy Brannick was trained to fight monsters. For centuries, her family
has hunted magical creatures. But when Izzy's older sister vanishes without a trace while on a job, Izzy's
mom decides they need to take a break. Izzy and her mom move to a new town, but they soon discover it's
not as normal as it appears. A series of hauntings has been plaguing the local high school, and Izzy is
determined to investigate. But assuming the guise of an average teenager is easier said than done. For a
tough girl who's always been on her own, it's strange to suddenly make friends and maybe even have a
crush. Can Izzy trust her new friends to help find the secret behind the hauntings before more people get
hurt? Rachel Hawkins brings the same delightful wit and charm captured in her New York Times bestselling Hex Hall series. Get ready for more magic, mystery and romance!
The Big Bad Wolf - Jus Accardo 2018-03-05
Kensey Deaton comes from an elite werewolf lineage, but just because her family is royalty, doesn't mean
she'll fall in line like some perfect little princess. She has plans and they don't include an arranged
marriage! Slade McAlister has his own family drama. His Alpha father happens to be the most reviled wolf
on the eastern seaboard, and it's a stigma he can't escape. So when his neighbor Kensey--the girl of his
dreams and his nightmares--proposes a solution to solve *both* of their problems, he sees an opportunity he
can’t ignore. Kensey and Slade aren't only from opposite sides of the tracks, they're from opposite sides of
the war. But if they can sell their 'relationship', they might just make it out of this with their freedom. You
know, as long as all that fake PDA doesn't turn into more...
Consequence - Shelly Crane
Maggie and Caleb are married, leaders of their people, parents to their children, and happier than they
ever dreamed, even with the visions they saw of it to prove it so. The council is still rebelling against
Maggie’s changes, but this time it’s different. It’s almost as if something…or someone is behind them,
pulling the strings and making decisions for them. And Maggie is having strange visions that only she can
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Denazen Corporation—an organization devoted to collecting "special" kids known as Sixes and using them
as weapons—his entire life. And, oh yeah, his touch? It kills. The two team up with a group of rogue Sixes
hellbent on taking down Denazen before they're caught and her father discovers the biggest secret of all. A
secret Dez has spent her life keeping safe. A secret Kale will kill to protect. The Denazen series is best
enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1: Touch Book #1.5: Untouched (novella) Book #2: Toxic Book#
2.5: Faceless (novella) Book #3: Tremble
A Dance with Darkness - Courtney Allison Moulton 2013-01-02
With scorching romance and fantastic action, this original novella is a prequel to Courtney Allison
Moulton's gripping and epic Angelfire series. There were shadows in this alley that no light touched, and
where there was no light, anything could hide. At the end of the fourteenth century, angelic reapers
struggle to defend London against a legion of the demonic who have their sights set on claiming human
souls and ancient relics for a dark purpose. Madeleine, a young but powerful warrior, is duty-bound to fight
the demonic, and she lives for this pursuit above all else. Then, on a routine night of tracking, she is
ambushed by a cadre of reapers and, though she defeats them all, she is left wounded and at the mercy of
their lord, the notorious Bastian. Madeleine is astonished when Bastian lets her live. She goes deeper into
the world of the demonic and is shocked to meet him again—this powerful reaper whose touch makes her
restless and gives her a thrill unlike anything else. When they fall into a dangerous clandestine affair, her
head and her heart must wage their war: can their love overcome his demonic nature? Will her dance with
darkness burn her or bring Bastian into the light? Epic Reads Impulse is a digital imprint with new releases
each month.
The Football Girl - Thatcher Heldring 2017-04-04
For every athlete or sports fanatic who knows she's just as good as the guys. This is for fans of The Running
Dream by Wendelin Van Draanen, Grace, Gold, and Glory by Gabrielle Douglass and Breakaway: Beyond
the Goal by Alex Morgan. The summer before Caleb and Tessa enter high school, friendship has blossomed
into a relationship . . . and their playful sports days are coming to an end. Caleb is getting ready to try out
for the football team, and Tessa is training for cross-country. But all their structured plans derail in the final
flag game when they lose. Tessa doesn’t want to end her career as a loser. She really enjoys playing, and if
she’s being honest, she likes it even more than running cross-country. So what if she decided to play
football instead? What would happen between her and Caleb? Or between her two best friends, who are
counting on her to try out for cross-country with them? And will her parents be upset that she’s decided to
take her hobby to the next level? This summer Caleb and Tessa figure out just what it means to be a
boyfriend, girlfriend, teammate, best friend, and someone worth cheering for. “A great next choice for
readers who have enjoyed Catherine Gilbert Murdock’s Dairy Queen and Miranda Kenneally’s Catching
Jordan.”—SLJ “Fast-paced football action, realistic family drama, and sweet romance…[will have] readers
looking for girl-powered sports stories…find[ing] plenty to like.”—Booklist “Tessa's ferocious
competitiveness is appealing.”—Kirkus Reviews “[The Football Girl] serve[s] to illuminate the appropriately
complicated emotions both of a young romance and of pursuing a dream. Heldring writes with insight and
restraint.”—The Horn Book
Catching Jordan - Miranda Kenneally 2011-12-01
Jordan Woods, captain and quarterback of her high school football team, seeks an athletic college
scholarship, but when Ty Green joins the team and takes her position, her scholarship chances and her
camaraderie with the team are threatened.
Beautiful Disaster Signed Limited Edition - Jamie McGuire 2012-11-27
Travis Maddox, Eastern University's playboy, makes a bet with good girl Abby that if he loses, he will
remain abstinent for a month, but if he wins, Abby must live in his apartment for the same amount of time.
Othersphere - Nina Berry 2013-12-24
With help from the boy she loves and the boy who can't stand her, Dez must confront a monster in the
Othersphere, where she will have to choose between her human form and her tiger form.
Love, Lucas - Chantele Sedgwick 2015-05-05
A 2015 Whitney Award Nominee! A powerful story of loss, second chances, and first love, reminiscent of
Sarah Dessen and John Green. When Oakley Nelson loses her older brother, Lucas, to cancer, she thinks

she’ll never recover. Between her parents’ arguing and the battle she’s fighting with depression, she feels
nothing inside but a hollow emptiness. When Mom suggests they spend a few months in California with
Aunt Jo, Oakley isn’t sure a change of scenery will alter anything, but she’s willing to give it a try. In
California, Oakley discovers a sort of safety and freedom in Aunt Jo’s beach house. Once they’re settled,
Mom hands her a notebook full of letters addressed to her—from Lucas. As Oakley reads one each day, she
realizes how much he loved her, and each letter challenges her to be better and to continue to enjoy her
life. He wants her to move on. If only it were that easy. But then a surfer named Carson comes into her life,
and Oakley is blindsided. He makes her feel again. As she lets him in, she is surprised by how much she
cares for him, and that’s when things get complicated. How can she fall in love and be happy when Lucas
never got the chance to do those very same things? With her brother’s dying words as guidance, Oakley
knows she must learn to listen and trust again. But will she have to leave the past behind to find happiness
in the future? Sky Pony Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a
broad range of books for young readers—picture books for small children, chapter books, books for middle
grade readers, and novels for young adults. Our list includes bestsellers for children who love to play
Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks; books that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and the
environment, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a
national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors
whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Rake's Redemption - Chantal Fernando 2016-06-28
In New York Times bestselling author Chantal Fernando’s latest novel in the Wind Dragons Motorcycle
Club series, Rake—baddest of the bad boys—gets his own romance at last! Rake is known for being up for
anything, in and out of the bedroom. He’s wild, he’s deadly, yet quick with a joke or a stolen kiss. Known as
the player of the WDMC, he loves women, the more the merrier. However, behind his womanizing façade,
Rake hides the pain of losing his first love, Bailey. He hasn’t loved anyone since, and doesn’t think he ever
will. Seven years after their split, Rake and Bailey run into each other at the MC’s favorite club. Old wounds
resurface, secrets are spilled...and passionate feelings are awakened. But they’ve each done things to hurt
the other, hurt them too badly to get over it—haven’t they? Only when Bailey’s connection to Rake puts her
in danger from another Club member does he realize that there’s nothing he won’t do to protect her—and
claim her as his once again.
A Taxonomy of Love - Rachael Allen 2018-01-09
A YA romance—with a sparkling commercial voice and a dash of science—that explores a relationship over
six years The moment Spencer meets Hope the summer before seventh grade, it’s something at first sight.
The pair become fast friends, climbing trees and planning world travels. After years of being outshone by
his older brother and teased because of his Tourette syndrome, Spencer finally feels like he belongs. But as
Hope and Spencer get older and life gets messier, the clear label of “friend” gets messier, too. Through
sibling feuds and family tragedies, new relationships and broken hearts, the two grow together and apart,
and Spencer, an aspiring scientist, tries to map it all out using his trusty system of taxonomy. He wants to
identify and classify their relationship, but in the end, he finds that life doesn’t always fit into easy-tomanage boxes, and it’s this messy complexity that makes life so rich and beautiful.
Ruined - Jus Accardo 2013-12-30
Jax lost the genetic lottery. Descended from Cain, the world's first murderer, he's plagued by a curse that
demands violence in exchange for his happiness. He left everything behind, including the girl he loved, but
thriving on the pain of others is lonely... And it's killing him. After a series of heartbreaking losses,
Samantha put rubber to pavement and headed for college as fast as her clunker could carry her. But she
can't outrun her problems. When an attack at school drives her back home, she's thrown into the path of a
past-and a guy-she's been trying to forget. Sam strains Jax's control over his darkness, but running isn't an
option this time. Someone-or, something-followed her home from school: a ruthless monster with a twisted
plan centuries in the making. Forced together to survive, and fighting an attraction that could destroy them
both, Jax and Sam must stop a killer bent on revenge. Hell is looking for a way to break loose... Series
order: Eternal Balance Book 1: Ruined Eternal Balance Book 2: Embrace Eternal Balance Book 3: Released
9 Days and 9 Nights - Katie Cotugno 2018-05-01
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In this sequel to the New York Times bestseller 99 Days, perfect for fans of Jenny Han and Morgan Matson,
Molly Barlow finds herself in Europe on her summer vacation, desperately trying to forget everything that
happened a year ago. But over the course of nine days and nine nights, her whole life will be turned upside
down once more. . . . Molly Barlow isn’t that girl anymore. A business major at her college in Boston, she’s
reinvented herself after everything that went down a year ago… After all the people she hurt and the family
she tore apart. Slowly, life is getting back to normal. Molly has just said I love you to her new boyfriend,
Ian, and they are off on a romantic European vacation together, starting with scenic London. But there on a
tube platform, the past catches up to her in the form of Gabe, her ex, traveling on his own parallel vacation
with new girlfriend Sadie. After comparing itineraries, Ian ends up extending an invite for Gabe and Sadie
to join them on the next leg of their trip, to Ireland. And Molly and Gabe can’t bring themselves to tell the
truth about who they once were to each other to their new significant others. Now Molly has to spend 9
days and 9 nights with the boy she once loved, the boy whose heart she shredded, without Ian knowing.
Will she make it through as new and improved Molly, or will everything that happened between her and
Gabe come rushing back?
Deadly Little Lies - Laurie Faria Stolarz 2009-11-11
Last fall, sixteen-year-old Camelia fell for Ben, the mysterious new boy at school who turned out to have a
very mysterious gift--pyschometry, the ability to sense the future through touch. But just as Camelia and
Ben's romance began to heat up, he abruptly left town. Brokenhearted, Camelia has spent the last few
months studying everything she can about psychometry, and experiencing her own strange brushes with
premonition.
Her Wicked Marquess - Stacy Reid 2020-12-29
Miss Maryann Fitzwilliam is too witty and bookish for her own good. No gentleman of the ton will marry
her, so her parents arrange for her to wed a man old enough to be her father. But Maryann is ready to use
those wits to turn herself into a sinful wallflower. When the scandal sheet reports a sighting of Nicolas St.
Ives, the Marquess of Rothbury, climbing out the chamber windows of a house party, Maryann does the
unthinkable. She anonymously claims that the bedchamber belonged to none other than Miss Fitzwilliam,
tarnishing her own reputation—and chances of the dastardly union her family secured for her. Now she just
needs to convince the marquess to keep his silence. Turns out Nicolas allows for the scandal to perpetuate
for his own reasons... But when Maryann’s parents hold fast to their arranged marriage plan, it’ll take a
scandal of epic proportions for these two to get out of this together. Each book in the Sinful Wallflowers
series is STANDALONE: * My Darling Duke * Her Wicked Marquess * A Scoundrel of Her Own
For Us, The Living - Robert A. Heinlein 2004-01-06
From Grandmaster Robert A. Heinlein comes a long-lost first novel, written in 1939 and never before
published, introducing ideas and themes that would shape his career and define the genre that is
synonymous with his name. July 12, 1939 Perry Nelson is driving along the palisades when suddenly
another vehicle swerves into his lane, a tire blows out, and his car careens off the road and over a bluff. The
last thing he sees before his head connects with the boulders below is a girl in a green bathing suit,
prancing along the shore.... When he wakes, the girl in green is a woman dressed in furs and the sundrenched shore has transformed into snowcapped mountains. The woman, Diana, rescues Perry from the
bitter cold and takes him inside her home to rest and recuperate. Later they debate the cause of the
accident, for Diana is unfamiliar with the concept of a tire blowout and Perry cannot comprehend snowfall
in mid-July. Then Diana shares with him a vital piece of information: The date is now January 7. The
year...2086. When his shock subsides, Perry begins an exhaustive study of global evolution over the past
150 years. He learns, among other things, that a United Europe was formed and led by Edward, Duke of
Windsor; former New York City mayor LaGuardia served two terms as president of the United States; the
military draft was completely reconceived; banks became publicly owned and operated; and in the year
2003, two helicopters destroyed the island of Manhattan in a galvanizing act of war. This education in the
ways of the modern world emboldens Perry to assimilate to life in the twenty-first century. But education
brings with it inescapable truths -- the economic and legal systems, the government, and even the dynamic
between men and women remain alien to Perry, the customs of the new day continually testing his mental
and emotional resolve. Yet it is precisely his knowledge of a bygone era that will serve Perry best, as the

man from 1939 seems destined to lead his newfound peers even further into the future than they could
have imagined. A classic example of the future history that Robert Heinlein popularized during his career,
For Us, The Living marks both the beginning and the end of an extraordinary arc of political, social, and
literary crusading that comprises his legacy. Heinlein could not have known in 1939 how the world would
change over the course of one and a half centuries, but we have our own true world history to compare with
his brilliant imaginings, rendering For Us, The Living not merely a novel, but a time capsule view into our
past, our present, and perhaps our future. The novel is presented here with an introduction by acclaimed
science fiction writer Spider Robinson and an afterword by Professor Robert James of the Heinlein Society.
Touch (A Denazen Novel, Book 1) - Jus Accardo 2011-11
Seventeen-year-old Deznee Cross teams up with Kale, an escapee from the Denazen Corporation, an outfit
that collects "special" kids known as Sixes and turns them into weapons. They join a group of rogue Sixes to
try to bring down Denazen before they are caught and before Dez's father discovers the secret she has
protected her entire life.
Darker Days - Jus Accardo 2013-08-26
From Darker Days (The Darker Agency) by Jus Accardo: A little sin can be deadly... Jessie Darker goes to
high school during the day, but at night she helps with the family investigation business. Cheating
husbands and stolen inheritances? They're your girls—but their specialty is a bit darker. Zombie in your
garage? Pesky Poltergeist living in your pool? They'll have the problem solved in a magical minute. For a
nominal fee, of course... When gorgeous new client Lukas Scott saunters into the office requesting their
help to find a stolen box, it sounds like a simple case—until the truth comes out. The box is full of Sin.
Seven deadly ones, in fact. They've got five days to recapture the Sins before they're recalled by the box,
taking seven hijacked human bodies with them. Easy peasy—except for one thing... There's a spell that will
allow the Sins to remain free, causing chaos forever. When the key ingredient threatens the life of someone
she knows, Jessie must make the ultimate choice between love and family—or lose everything.
Perfect Chemistry - Simone Elkeles 2015-01-06
When wealthy Brittany Ellis and Alex Fuentes, a gang member from the other side of town, develop a
relationship after Alex discovers that Brittany is not exactly who she seems to be, they must face the
disapproval of others.
Shaken - Susan Hatler 2012-02-02
High school junior, Kylie Bates, can suddenly read minds. When she touches people’s hands, she’s able to
see their deepest thoughts. As if that’s not freaky enough, her dad sends her to help hottie detective, Sam
Williams, track down a missing girl. Way too much pressure, especially for a girl who can’t watch Scream
without getting nightmares. Then, finding the missing girl leads to much more than Kylie’s prepared for.
Like discovering that her dad has been lying to her. That she has a family she never knew about. That the
girls have powers similar to hers. Oh yeah, and that someone is out to get her. When the detective’s
teenage wanna-be-cop cousin, Trip Williams, approaches Kylie at school insisting she help him solve the
case, she discovers Trip might be the only one she can trust, and the only one to help her unravel the
secrets behind her mysterious gift.
Girl Last Seen - Nina Laurin 2017-06-20
Two missing girls. Thirteen years apart. An intense psychological thriller for readers of I Am Watching You,
The Luckiest Girl Alive, and All the Missing Girls. Olivia Shaw has been missing since last Tuesday. She was
last seen outside the entrance of her elementary school in Hunts Point wearing a white spring jacket, blue
jeans, and pink boots. I force myself to look at the face in the photo, into her slightly smudged features, and
I can't bring myself to move. Olivia Shaw could be my mirror image, rewound to thirteen years ago. If you
have any knowledge of Olivia Shaw's whereabouts or any relevant information, please contact... I've spent a
long time peering into the faces of girls on missing posters, wondering which one replaced me in that
basement. But they were never quite the right age, the right look, the right circumstances. Until Olivia
Shaw, missing for one week tomorrow. Whoever stole me was never found. But since I was taken, there
hasn't been another girl. And now there is.
Tremble - Jus Accardo 2013-05-07
Dez Cross has problems. She’s almost eighteen and on the verge of losing her mind thanks to the drug the
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Denazen corporation used to enhance her abilities. People close to her have turned their backs on the
underground and are now fighting for the wrong side. And then there’s Kale... Things couldn’t get any
worse.Until, of course, they do. Denazen is about to start a new trial—this one called Domination—and it
works. But that means out with the old and in with the new. The order has been given to terminate all
remnants of the second trial—including Dez. The good news is that there’s a survivor from the original trial.
A woman whose blood may hold the cure for the second generation of Supremacy kids' defects. But the
underground Sixes aren’t the only ones who know about her.Dez's father is willing to throw away
everything he has to keep Dez from getting the cure—including the one thing that might tear her apart
from the inside out.
Transcendent - Jus Accardo 2020-03-02
The boy she’d lost, and finally found again, is not the same boy she remembers. As one of the most powerful
Sixes, Kale has changed in ways Dez can’t ignore. He swore he’d never kill, and now he’s out for blood. He
swore he’d never harm her, and now he struggles to control his fatal touch. They’ve been to hell and back,
over and over, but this time they might not survive the fire. When the truth at the root of the Denazen
Corporation’s origins begins to unfold, those behind the scenes will do anything to keep it hidden. Dez and
Kale will be pushed to their breaking point. As long buried secrets come to light, they must fight for their
freedom—and each other—as they never have before. Kale’s destructive power could win the battle, if he
doesn’t lose himself to it in the process. Or Dez will be faced with an impossible task—saving the world
from the boy she loves. The Denazen series is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1: Touch Book
#1.5: Untouched (novella) Book #2: Toxic Book# 2.5: Faceless (novella) Book #3: Tremble Book #4
Transcendent
Relentless - Karen Lynch 2013-12-26
Sara Grey’s world shattered ten years ago when her father was brutally murdered. Now at seventeen, she
is still haunted by memories of that day and driven by the need to understand why it happened. She lives a
life full of secrets and her family and friends have no idea of the supernatural world she is immersed in or
of Sara’s own very powerful gift. In her quest for answers about her father’s death, Sara takes risks that
expose her and her friends to danger and puts herself into the sights of a sadistic vampire. On the same
fateful night she meets Nikolas, a warrior who turns Sara’s world upside down and is determined to protect
her even if it’s the last thing she wants. Sara’s life starts to spin out of control as she is hunted by an
obsessed vampire, learns that her friends have secrets of their own and reels from the truth about her own
ancestry. Sara has always been fiercely independent but in order to survive now she must open herself to
others, to reveal her deepest secrets. And she must learn to trust the one person capable of breaking down
the walls around her.
Neverfall - Brodi Ashton 2012-12-26
A thrilling new novella from the author of the Everneath series! Jack is trapped for eternity in the Tunnels
while Nikki has managed to evade Cole's grasp . . . for now. But Cole is more desperate than ever to find
answers about Nikki, his best chance for taking over the throne of the underworld. How did she survive the
Feed? Can Cole find another Forfeit like her who can survive it too? Cole's quest leads him to the other side
of the world, to a mysterious, dangerous society known as the Delphinians, whose price for information
might be higher than Cole can pay—a price that could destroy Nikki. But when Cole attempts to steal the
answers instead, his mission ends in disaster. Faced with centuries in a Delphinian dungeon, Cole is
confronted with questions he's been too scared to ask himself: Is he really obsessed with the throne—or is
he obsessed with Nikki? And can she really give him a new beginning as the Everneath's king . . . or will she
instead bring about his tragic end?
Infinity - Jus Accardo 2016-11-01
There are three things Kori knows for sure about her life: One: Her army general dad is insanely
overprotective. Two: The guy he sent to watch her, Cade, is way too good-looking. Three: Everything she
knew was a lie. Now there are three things Kori never knew about her life: One: There’s a device that
allows her to jump dimensions. Two: Cade’s got a lethal secret. Three: Someone wants her dead. The
Infinity Division series is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1 Infinity Book #2 Omega Book #3
Alpha

Zom-B Bride - Darren Shan 2015-02-24
B Smith has been reunited with the murderous maniac clown, Mr. Dowling. To her shock and
consternation, he's desperate to make B his partner in crime. Mr. Dowling disgusts her, but B thinks she
can see a way to control him and maybe even save the world. But it will involve a sacrifice far greater and
more surreal than any she has contemplated before...
I Hate You, Fuller James - Kelly Anne Blount 2020-03-02
I hate you, Fuller James. I hate your floppy hair and your lopsided grin and those laughing blue eyes that
always seem to be laughing at me. I hate that you’re the most popular guy in school and I’m still the girl
who sneezed and spit out her retainer on someone at a middle school dance. It’s just such a cliché. I hate
that I’m being forced to tutor you in English and keep it a secret from everyone. Because otherwise it might
put our basketball team’s chances at winning State in jeopardy, and even though I hate you, I love
basketball. I hate that it seems like you’re keeping a secret from me...and that the more time we spend
together, the less I feel like I’m on solid ground. Because I’m starting to realize there’s so much more to
you than meets the eye. Underneath it all, you’re real. But what I hate most is that I really don’t hate you at
all.
Crave - Melinda Metz 2010-09-21
Shay has had a rare blood disorder since she was born. In fact, her mother married one of Shay's doctors,
Martin, who left his world-renowned leukemia research to try and figure out exactly what the disorder is
and how to cure it. When she turns seventeen, Martin begins to give her new blood transfusions that make
her feel the strongest she has ever felt. But she also has odd visions where she sees through the eyes of a
vampire. At first, she thinks she must be imagining the visions, but when she begins to see Martin's office in
them, she knows she has to check it out. That's when she finds Gabriel, a sexy, teenaged vampire,
imprisoned in Martin's office. The connection she has built with Gabriel compels her to set him free. But
when he kidnaps her in an attempt at revenge on Martin, their lives become deeply intertwined. She
doesn't know the half of it.
The Girl Who Wrote in Silk - Kelli Estes 2015-07-07
A USA TODAY BESTSELLER! A historical novel inspired by true events, Kelli Estes's brilliant and
atmospheric debut is a poignant tale of two women determined to do the right thing and the power of our
own stories. The smallest items can hold centuries of secrets... Inara Erickson is exploring her deceased
aunt's island estate when she finds an elaborately stitched piece of fabric hidden in the house. As she peels
back layer upon layer of the secrets it holds, Inara's life becomes interwoven with that of Mei Lein, a young
Chinese girl mysteriously driven from her home a century before. Through the stories Mei Lein tells in silk,
Inara uncovers a tragic truth that will shake her family to its core—and force her to make an impossible
choice. A touching and tender book for fans of Marie Benedict, Susanna Kearsley, and Duncan Jepson.
Alpha - Jus Accardo 2018-07-03
Sera has no memory of her life before. Before captivity, before experiments, before the only lifeline she had
was the voice of a boy in the cell next to hers. Before G. G wishes he could forget everything before Sera
brought him back to life. Forget his memories as a ruthless mercenary on an alternate version of Earth.
Forget that he was part of an experiment simply known as Alpha. Now on the run from their captors and in
need of an antidote to save his life, G and Sera’s clock is ticking. And they’ll have to gamble everything on
the bond they forged in captivity if they want to survive. The Infinity Division series is best enjoyed in order.
Reading Order: Book #1 Infinity Book #2 Omega Book #3 Alpha
The Dark Light - Sara Walsh 2013-12-03
When Mia's little brother becomes the latest child to disappear, she discovers that her town adjoins another
world, and with help from new friend Sol, she tries to rescue him from the Suzerain who is trying to destroy
her world.
Tremble - Jus Accardo 2013-05-07
Dez Cross has problems. She's almost eighteen and on the verge of losing her mind thanks to the drug the
Denazen corporation used to enhance her abilities. People close to her have turned their backs on the
underground and are now fighting for the wrong side. And then there's Kale... Things couldn't get any
worse. Until, of course, they do. Denazen is about to start a new trial—this one called Domination—and it
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works. But that means out with the old and in with the new. The order has been given to terminate all
remnants of the second trial—including Dez. The good news is that there's a survivor from the original trial.
A woman whose blood may hold the cure for the second generation of Supremacy kids' defects. But the
underground Sixes aren't the only ones who know about her. Dez's father is willing to throw away
everything he has to keep Dez from getting the cure—including the one thing that might tear her apart
from the inside out. The Denazen series is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1: Touch Book
#1.5: Untouched (novella) Book #2: Toxic Book# 2.5: Faceless (novella) Book #3: Tremble Book #4
Transcendent
Choker - Elizabeth Woods 2012-03-01
Sixteen-year-old Cara Lange has always been a loner, even more so since she moved away from her best
and only friend, Zoe, a few years ago. Cara mostly spends her time avoiding the popular girls who call her
'choker' after a humiliating incident in the cafeteria, and watching Ethan Gray from a distance, wishing he
would finally notice her. Then one day Cara comes home and finds Zoe waiting for her. Zoe's on the run
from problems at home, and Cara agrees to help her hide. With Zoe back, Cara's life changes overnight.
Zoe gives her a new look and new confidence, and before she can blink, Cara is flirting with Ethan and
getting invited to parties. And best of all, she has her best friend to confide in again. But just as quickly as

Cara's life came together, it starts to unravel. A girl goes missing in her town, and everyone is a suspect ~
including Ethan. Worse still, Zoe starts behaving very strangely, and Cara begins to wonder what exactly
her friend does all day when she's at school. You're supposed to be able to trust your best friend no matter
what, but what if she turns into a total stranger?
Faceless - Jus Accardo 2013-03-18
My name is Brandt Cross, and I died. Again... I'm living in the body of a Six named Douglass Cain, a
certifiable scumbag whose ability is on Zendean Industries-AKA Denazen's-most wanted list. There's some
serious bad going down, and Ginger, the leader of the Underground, sent me undercover to obtain
information because people are dying. My cousin, Dez, is dying... Denazen thought they'd found a cure for
the Supremacy decline, but they were wrong. That's the bad news. The good news? Franklin Wentz. Wentz,
the owner of a genetic research company, is brilliant and just a little bit crazy. He's unwittingly created a
formula that may cure the sick Supremacy kids, and everyone wants it-including Devin, the super hot
Resident. Get the formula. Save the day. Don't fall for the hot spy. Piece of cake. The Denazen series is best
enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1: Touch Book #1.5: Untouched (novella) Book #2: Toxic Book#
2.5: Faceless (novella) Book #3: Tremble
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